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Rua Dr. Xavier Sigaud 150, Urca 22290-180
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
(Dated: December 16, 2018)
We show that, contrary to the claim in hep-th/0304050, the propagation of a spin-2 field in an
electromagnetic background is causal.
Recently [1] we showed that the propagation of a spin
2 field in an electromagnetic background is causal. This
assertion is against results obtained previously (see [2]
and references therein). For the proof we used used the
first-order representation for the equations of a spin 2
field, which is based on a three-index tensor Fµνα. The
first order formalism is equivalent to the more usual sec-
ond order formalism, as can be shown from the results
in [1]. Another ingredient for the proof was Hadamard’s
method of discontinuities, in which
[Fµνα;λ] = kλfµνα.
on the surface of discontinuity. The authors of [4] claim
that
• from the equations kµf
µ = 0 and fµf
µ = 0, where
fµ = fµναη
να, it cannot be concluded that kµ is
lightlike, and
• that the masless gauge invariance that appears in
the eikonal limit, used in [1] to gauge away acausal-
ities cannot be used in that way, because the un-
derlying massive theory is not gauge invariant.
It was shown in [4] that the first claim is correct, but
no proof or support was given for the second claim. We
will give here a proof of the causal behaviour based solely,
as we shall see, in the symmetry present only in the equa-
tions for the discontinuities.
As a result of taking the discontinuity of the equations
of motion for a spin 2 field in an electromagnetic back-
ground, we got in [1] the following equations:
fµναk
µ = 0, (1)
fµναk
α = 0, (2)
fαβλf
λk2 = 0, (3)
Aαβ,µf
αβµ = 0, (4)
3
2
ie Aαβfαβµ −m
2fµ = 0, (5)
fαβ
λkµ + fβµ
λkα + fµα
λkβ −
1
2
δλαf[µkβ]
−
1
2
δλµf[βkα] −
1
2
δλβf[αk,µ] = 0 (6)
Notice that the dependence of all these equations on
the polarization ǫµν is only through the tensor fαβµ, de-
fined by
2fαµν = ǫναkµ − ǫνµkα + fαηµν − fµηαν , (7)
and its trace. It is patently evident that equations (1)-(6)
are invariant under the transformation
ǫ˜µν = ǫµν + Λkµkν , (8)
where Λ is an arbitrary function of the coordinates. Note
that this transformation is not a symmetry of the mass-
less theory in the presence of the electromagnetic field,
as can be shown by explicit calculation. It is instead a
symmetry of the equations for the discontinuity of the
derivative of the field Fµνα. It follows from this sym-
metry that the modulus of Xµ ≡ ǫµνk
ν transforms as
[1]
X˜2 = X2 + Λ(k2)2(2ǫ+ Λ). (9)
Depending on Λ, the vector Xµ (and any other projec-
tion of the polarization tensor) may be timelike, null, or
spacelike. Only for the case k2 = 0 this unacceptable de-
pendence of an observable quantity with a gauge choice
disappears . We conclude then that the propagation of a
spin-2 field in an electromagnetic background is causal.
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